OPERATIONALIZING THE MASSES
Australia’s leading property website realestate.com.au
~600 engineers over 7 countries.
TRIANGLE OF KNOWLEDGE
FUNDAMENTALS
LEARNING EXPERIMENTS
DevOps Girls
WORKING WITH GRADUATES
BASE UNDERSTANDING

PRAGMATIC OUTCOMES

EASY TO SCALE
MENTORING
Service Discovery
SERVICE DISCOVERY != HOTFIXING
$ ./mentor | grep 'output'
output

> Experts

> More Mentors
COMFORT WITH ABSTRACT CONCEPTS

DEMONSTRATE ADVANCED SKILLS

ABILITY TO TEACH CONTENT ONWARDS
ONE-ON-ONE

BROADCASTS
WHY DO WE NEED COMPLETE TRIANGLES?
TECHNOLOGY
EATING THE WORLD

UPSKILLING
WE NEED YOU
$ mentor  --help
EMPATHY
EMPATHY
BE WHO YOU NEEDED WHEN YOU WERE YOUNGER
SPECIAL THANKS TO OUR MENTORS

AMIR  JON
BRAD  COS
MIKE  COLIN
THANKS!

@JohnContad

@MattJWitherow
THANKS!

Icons from thenounproject.com artists

Souvik Bhattacharjee
Peter Parnican
Matthijs de block
Both Willer
Parallel Digital Studio
Gan Khoon Lay
Nick Holroyd
Aleksandr Vector
Dinosoft Labs
Adrien Coquet